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Abstract: A new equivalent circuit for $Z_{in}$ of an arbitrarily terminated transmission line is presented, one which employs only lumped impedances and short and open line stubs in series-parallel combination. The new picture readily illustrates concepts of line matching and impedance inversion at quarter-wave frequencies, and also offers insights into transient and off-resonance response.

Many books on high-frequency electrical engineering ([1, 2] are just two) solve the one-dimensional wave equation for a transmission line and give the impedance looking into a transmission line terminated by load $Z_L$ as

$$Z_{in} = Z_0 \left[ \frac{Z_L \cosh(\gamma l) + Z_0 \sinh(\gamma l)}{Z_0 \cosh(\gamma l) + Z_L \sinh(\gamma l)} \right]. \quad (1)$$

For the customary RLGC transmission line of length $l$, $Z_0$ is the characteristic impedance $Z_0 = \sqrt{\frac{R + Ls}{G + Cs}}$ and the propagation constant is $\gamma = \sqrt{(R + Ls)(G + Cs)}$; both are in terms of complex frequency $s = \sigma + j\omega$ along with circuit elements $R$, $L$, $G$, and $C$. Figure 1 shows the termination of the transmission line by load $Z_L$; our interest is in the one-port characteristic impedance $Z_{in}$. Very often, $Z_{in}$ (or a succession of $Z_{in}$ solutions using successive $Z_L$ values) is sufficient for solving a problem because we want to know the effect of the load on the source. While there are 2-port pi and T models of transmission line sections that have some relation here [3], they will not be discussed.

Generations of students have stepped through the derivation of (1) and then have wrestled with its implications, dutifully using (1) to show impedance effects at even and odd numbers of quarter-waves, and showing what value of $Z_0$ will match a source impedance $Z_s$ at quarter-wave frequency, given load impedance $Z_L$. What apparently has not been available in the textbooks is a useful alternate picture of Fig. 1 that helps everyone to remember the essential effects.
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Figure 1. Transmission line $Z_0$ of length $l$ and propagation constant $\gamma$ terminated by load impedance $Z_L$; input impedance $Z_{in}$ is desired. $Z_0$ and $Z_L$ can be complex impedances $Z_L(s)$ and $Z_0(s)$.

We now use Eq. (1) to derive a useful equivalent circuit for $Z_{in}$ that will illustrate, at a glance, some of the memorable properties of a terminated transmission line.
Equation (1), after dividing top and bottom by \( \sinh(\gamma l) \), can be written as a sum of two terms,

\[
Z_{in} = \frac{Z_{L} Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l)}{Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l) + Z_{L}} + \frac{Z_{0}^{2}}{Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l) + Z_{L}}. \quad (2)
\]

The first term can already be recognized as the parallel impedance of \( Z_{L} \) and \( Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l) \), to which we will return shortly. Now multiply the second term of (2) by “1” in the following way:

\[
Z_{in} = \frac{Z_{L} Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l)}{Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l) + Z_{L}} + \frac{Z_{0}^{2}}{Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l) + Z_{L}} \frac{\tanh(\gamma l)}{\tanh(\gamma l)} \frac{Z_{0}}{Z_{0} \frac{Z_{L}}{Z_{L}}}. \quad (3)
\]

The various new factors in the second term can be associated with top and bottom and multiplied out to give

\[
Z_{in} = \frac{Z_{L} Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l)}{Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l) + Z_{L}} + \left[ \frac{Z_{0}^{2}}{Z_{L}} \right] Z_{0} \tanh(\gamma l) + \frac{Z_{0}^{2}}{Z_{0} \tanh(\gamma l) + Z_{L} \tanh(\gamma l)} \frac{Z_{0}}{Z_{0} \frac{Z_{L}}{Z_{L}}}. \quad (4)
\]

Now both terms of \( Z_{in} \) are parallel impedances, and they add in series. This means that

\[
Z_{in} = \left[ \frac{Z_{0}^{2}}{Z_{L}} \right] Z_{0} \tanh(\gamma l) + Z_{L} \frac{Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l)}{Z_{0} \coth(\gamma l) + Z_{L}}. \quad (5)
\]

The \( Z_{0} \coth \) and \( Z_{0} \tanh \) factors are well known as open and shorted stub impedances, respectively, so the new equivalent circuit is as shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** New equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 \( Z_{in} \) using only lumped impedances and open and shorted stubs.

Now the important features of the arbitrarily loaded transmission line are clear from Fig. 2, as long as we remember what open and shorted stubs do. Recall that at quarter-wave frequency (also any odd number of quarter-waves), an open stub becomes a short, and a shorted stub becomes open. This tells
us immediately that at an odd number of quarter-waves, \( Z_L \) disappears and the “inversion impedance” \( Z_0^2 / Z_L \) emerges. Also, at zero frequency or at an even number of quarter waves, \( Z_L \) is restored and the inversion impedance disappears. The circuit is also correct for intermediate frequencies and for transients, and gives one a feel for what happens off-resonance, or in time domain, without using a computer. Finally, the well-known matching impedance problem is readily solved, i.e., for \( Z_m \) to match to a source impedance \( Z_s \), given \( Z_0 \) choose a quarter wavelength line section (resulting in the inversion impedance) and therefore choose \( Z_0 = \sqrt{Z_s Z_L} \).

This picture of the impedance \( Z_m \) of an arbitrarily terminated transmission line does not ordinarily appear in the related engineering textbooks, yet it lucidly illustrates the major features of unmatched line impedance that we all strive to recall and use. I hope that readers will find it useful.
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